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Integrated Science  
6th Grade Storyline
According to the California Science Framework, the guiding concept for the 6th grade integrated science storyline is 
systems within organisms and between them are adapted to Earth’s climate systems. Teachers should 
consistently look for opportunities to emphasize connections back to this guiding concept throughout the school year as 
students work through each instructional segment. 

The instructional segments for 6th grade integrated science address four unifying principles that integrate the four domains of 
the Disciplinary Core Ideas (DCIs). These are outlined in the table on the next page and are addressed in the STEMscopes 
curriculum with a storyline that begins by using an overview of cells to introduce students to the concept of systems as 
groupings of component parts that interact with one other in predictable ways. This leads to learning about how the component 
parts of a cell interact with one another to maintain homeostasis, and how groups of cells make up tissues, groups of tissues 
make up organs, groups of organs make up organ systems, and groups of organ systems make up organisms. Students learn 
that each of these systems maintains homeostasis within its relative level of complexity in order to keep the organism alive 
within its environment. Students dive more deeply into systems by contrasting the nested systems that make up the human 
body to the nested systems that make up Earth: expanding from the water cycle, to weather, to climate, and studying how 
water flows through each of these systems and subsystems. In doing so, students are introduced to the concept that all 
systems involve the flow of energy and cycling of matter. 

It is important to note that the first instructional segment is intended to provide students with a high-level exploration of the 
interconnections between physiology (life science), thermodynamics (physical science), and earth's systems (earth science). 
Students dive more deeply into each of these areas and learn about them in greater complexity throughout the school year as 
they spiral around the common theme of systems. 

In the second instructional segment for 6th grade integrated science, students dive deeper into understanding the flow of energy 
and cycling of matter within systems by studying the movement of water and the flow of energy within and between Earth’s 
subsystems: the geosphere, hydrosphere, and atmosphere; and how these interactions determine weather patterns and climate 
conditions. Students build upon this foundation to learn about kinetic energy and thermodynamics at a more complex level in 
order to deepen their understanding of how changes in temperature due to energy transfer affect matter at the molecular level. 

In the third instructional segment, students return to studying living systems in order to apply what they have learned about flow 
of energy and matter within systems to understanding human reproduction, growth, development, and genetic inheritance. 
Students connect their learning about earth systems with their learning about living systems in a progressively more complex 
manner by studying the physiological systems involved in enabling humans to sense and respond to the environment around 
them. This leads to a deeper understanding of the role genetics plays in adaptation to the environment and an awareness of 
the sensitivity of humans to their environment, which is being altered through human activity.    

In the fourth instructional segment, students dive more deeply into the relationship between
humans and Earth’s systems by studying human impact on the environment. The segment
and school year conclude with an exploration of the causes of global climate change, bringing 
students full circle as they consider how humans are impacting the homeostasis of the planet 
in much the same way as a disease impacts the homeostasis of the human body. Students 
conclude by making predictions about the potential long-term impacts these disruptions to the 
Earth’s systems will have on human health and well being.  



 

 

    6th Grade Integrated Science Core Ideas 

From the 2016 California Science Framework: Chapter 5 Grades 6-8 Preferred Integrated Model.  
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Life Science Earth and  
Space Science Physical Science

Engineering, 
Technology and 
Applications to 

Science

A cell, a person, and planet Earth are each a system made up of subsystems.

All living things are made of cells. 
The body is a system made of 
interacting subsystems.

Water cycles among the land, ocean, 
and atmosphere. 
Weather and climate involve 
interactions among Earth’s subsystems

Design Criteria 
Evaluate Solutions 

Weather conditions result from the interactions among different Earth subsystems.

The movement of water and 
interacting air masses helps 
determine local weather patterns and 
conditions. 
The ocean has a strong influence on 
weather and climate.

Temperature measures the 
average kinetic energy of the 
particles that make up matter. 
Energy transfers from hot 
materials to cold materials. 
The type and amount of matter 
affects how much an object’s 
temperature will change. 

Design Criteria 
Evaluate Solutions 
Analyze data 
Iteratively test and 
modify

Regional climates strongly influence regional plant and animal structures and behaviors.

Variations of inherited traits arise 
from genetic differences. 
Genetic traits and local conditions 
affect the growth of organisms. 
Organisms rely on their body 
structures and behavior to survive 
long enough to reproduce.

Energy input from the Sun varies with 
latitude, creating patterns in climate. 
Energy flow through the atmosphere, 
hydrosphere, geosphere, and 
biosphere affect local climate. 
Density variations drive global 
patterns of air and ocean currents.

The type and amount of matter 
affects how much an object’s 
temperature will change.

Human activities can change the amount of global warming, which impacts plants and animals.

Local conditions affect the growth 
of organisms. 
Organisms rely on their body 
structures and behavior to survive, 
but these adaptations may not be 
enough to survive as the climate 
changes.

Human changes to Earth’s 
environment can have dramatic 
impacts on different organisms. 
Burning fossils fuels is a major cause 
of global warming. Strategic choices 
can reduce the amounts and impacts 
of climate change.

Design Criteria 
Evaluate Solutions 
Analyze data

In order to provide students with a truly integrated experience, STEMscopes recommends that teachers 
follow the sequence in which the segments and scopes are laid out in the curriculum. However, the 
dynamic nature of STEMscopes enables teachers to teach the segments in whichever order they 
choose. Teachers need to be cognizant, though, of which scopes are integral to multiple segments 
and plan ahead to teach these scopes with the first related segment taught during the school year.

Also note that the Human Impact on the Environment scope can be taught in either 6th grade or 8th 
grade. It fits equally well into both storylines. As such, each school or district will need to decide 
where to include this scope in their instructional pacing plans.
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